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Chapter 3258 Realization 

“Die!” 

With a thunderous roar, Kai charged forward to fight the three nascence 
beasts head-on. Miya watched his valiant demeanor with a mixture of pride 
and worry. 

To be the woman of such a prodigy filled Miya with joy. Yet, she worried. After 
all, Kai was facing the three nascence beasts with nothing but his physical 
strength. 

Miya discreetly placed her hand on her waist, ready to draw her magic sword 
and assist Kai at the first sign of his defeat. 

Kai, unleashing his primal strength, landed punch after punch on the three 
nascence beasts. It took over an hour, but Kai ultimately pummeled the three 
nascence beasts to death. Exhausted and panting, he lay on the ground, his 
forehead slick with cold sweat. 

“Kai, are you all right?” Miya hurried over to help him up. 

“I’m fine.” 

Just then, Kai felt a tumult in his mind, as if a force had broken through its 
bonds, leaving his body feeling much lighter. 

Kai immediately directed his spiritual sense to enter his nascence space and 
saw the star of metal nascence shining brightly. 

“Haha! I’ve comprehended metal nascence!” With that, Kai’s body formed a 
suction force, drawing in all the nascence released by the recently slain 
nascence beasts. 

He swiftly sat cross-legged, channeling the metal nascence into his nascence 
space, where the star of the metal nascence absorbed it, glowing even 
brighter. 

Miya, watching this transformation, was overjoyed. She hadn’t expected Kai to 
comprehend metal nascence in just a single night. 



After absorbing the nascence into his body, Kai rose slowly, his heart 
pounding with excitement. With the metal nascence, his Golem Body would 
grow in power, making it near impossible for anyone to harm him. 

Now possessing the metal nascence, along with lightning, illusion, and fire 
nascences, Kai wondered if he could unlock an even greater aura by 
completing the set of five elements. After all, he was in possession of the 
Stillwind Orb, which might help him comprehend wind nascence. 

Unbeknownst to him, his ambitions were unthinkable to others. He was but a 
Body Fusion Realm cultivator, yet he was not satisfied with mastering four 
nascences. It was madness! 

“Now that you’ve comprehended metal nascence, you can absorb the 
unclaimed nascences here without the need to hunt nascence beasts,” Miya 
suggested. 

“Wouldn’t the nascence aura be stronger if I slay the nascence beasts?” Kai 
asked. 

“Of course.” Miya nodded. “Nascence beasts are born from excessively 
abundant unclaimed nascence gathering together. Naturally, slaying one 
would yield much more nascence aura.” 

“Then let’s do it. This time, I won’t have to fight barehanded!” 

Kai resolved to slay nascence beasts to absorb their nascence, aiming to 
gather as much as possible in the shortest time. 

Miya didn’t want to dampen Kai’s high spirits, so she followed him deeper into 
the valley. Soon, they encountered more and more nascence beasts of 
various kinds on the ground. 

Kai and Miya flew overhead, marveling at the sheer number of nascence 
beasts on the ground. The numbers had far exceeded Kai’s expectations. He 
didn’t want to leave such a trove of resources. 

“Don’t go down. I’ll slay these nascence beasts. They’re a good source of 
nascence aura!” 

With that, Kai wielding his Dragonslayer Sword, dove down into action. 

 


